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Li6C60 has been chosen as the most representative system to study the hydrogenation mechanism in
alkali-cluster intercalated fullerides. We present here a muon spin relaxation (µSR) experiment that 
hints the chance to achieve a higher storage capacity on fullerene with respect to the values 
suggested in literature. Moreover, a linear relationship between the muonium adduct radical 
hyperfine frequency and the level of C60 hydrogenation was found and it can be exploited to probe 
the C60 hydrogenation level, giving more credit to this technique in the field of hydrogen storage 
materials.
1. Introduction
Alkali cluster intercalated fullerides recently demonstrated to be fascinating materials for their use 
in the field of reversible hydrogen storage.[1 6] In these compounds, hydrogen is absorbed through 
a complex chemisorption process, involving the dissociation of hydrogen molecules operated by 
intercalated alkali clusters, the partial segregation of a metal hydride phase, and the formation of 
hydrogenated C60 (hydrofullerene). Hydrogenated fullerenes are mostly studied for their ability to 
store large quantities of hydrogen available under mild conditions of temperature and pressure. 
Recently, they have also been exploited as fluorophores in light emitting diodes, being their energy 
gap tuneable with the number of chemisorbed hydrogens.[7] Here, we consider Li6C60 as a model
system to investigate the hydrogen absorption properties in this class of compounds. This 
compound is able to absorb about 5 wt% H2 after a 10 h isotherm at 350 °C and 100 bar H2
(corresponding to about 40 hydrogen atoms per formula unit), with an onset temperature of ~140 
°C, virtually reaching the plateau at 5.2 wt% H2 (about 42 hydrogen atoms) for longer 
isotherm.[5,8] Its desorption is complete and well characterized by an endothermic peak, having a 
dehydrogenation enthalpy of about 63 kJ/mol H2, with an onset temperature of ~270-306°C, 
 depending on the synthetic route.[8,9] The in situ neutron powder diffraction (NPD) study on 
Li6C60 under deuterium pressure, suggested the initial formation of a stable Li6C60Dy single phase (y 
at around 140 °C, followed by the partial segregation of LiD above 200 °C, the 
subsequent increase of the hydrogen amount chemisorbed on C60, and the structural transition of the 
hydrofulleride to a bcc lattice.[5] This appears to be in contrast with the theoretical model 
calculated by Wang et al., where the Li atoms are coordinated to C60 pentagons, inward (i.e. near 
the internal surface) and outward the hydrofullerene molecule and some of them are able to bond 
hydrogen atoms.[10] It is worth to point out that the production of the hydride, although evident in 
the case of Na10C60, may not be obvious by the X-ray diffraction analysis, due to the very small 
scattering factor of Li. The absorption kinetics inevitably slows down when Li ions that belong to 
intercalated clusters begin to form the hydride but can be significantly improved by adding small 
amounts of Pt and Pd to Li6C60. In this case, the catalyst promotes the H2 dissociation process, 
originally operated by the Li clusters, even when their nuclearity is largely reduced due to Li 
conversion into LiH. The gravimetric storage capacity is related to the number of hydrogen atoms 
bound to C60 and to the amount of metal hydride formed at the expenses of the intercalated Li, 
following the equation . The hydrogen chemisorption by 
fullerene occurs through the saturation of the carbon sp2 hybrid orbitals and the subsequent 
in principle, only an even number of hydrogen atoms can be bound 
to C60.[11] If lithium did not react with hydrogen, forming LiH (i.e. , the hydrogenation 
degree on C60 would lead to 2 (5.2 wt% H2) and to  when Pd is added as catalyst (~5.9 
wt% H2). Anyway, this is not the case, as proved by NPD.[5] Moreover, recent nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) data investigations suggest that about 2 molar fractions of LiH are formed in 
Li6C60 after hydrogenation (i.e. , y = 40).[12] In the case of Pt-Li6C60, whether or not the 
hydrogenation proceeds with additional segregation of LiH remains unclear. A complete reaction of 
lithium with hydrogen would lead to C60H42 + 6LiH. Anyway, the temperature dependence of the 
NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate (1/T1) in hydrogenated Pt0.1Li6C60, allowed us to extract 
suggesting the formation of Li3C60H45 + 3LiH (manuscript in preparation). Although as minor 
species, hydrofullerene molecules with higher hydrogen content, such as C60H48, have been detected 
by Teprovich et al. during the study of Li6C60.[8] 
Beyond hydrogen absorption kinetic measurements, muon spin relaxation (µSR) spectroscopy has 
successfully been exploited to study fullerides and turned out to be a powerful technique to study 
hydrogen storage materials, other than being particularly suitable to insight the hydrogen chemistry 
in carbon nanostructures.[13 16] When a positive muon (µ+) thermalizes into materials having low 
electronic density, it can bind to an electron forming a light isotope of hydrogen, known as 
 muonium (Mu). The latter can be hosted in the lattice interstitial spaces as well as forming a 
chemically bound species, i.e. a Mu adduct radical. Muonium reacts with fullerene forming C60-Mu 
adduct radicals and endohedral muonium (Mu@C60, i.e. a Mu trapped at the centre of C60 
icosahedron, showing nearly-free hydrogen features).[17] A different muon-electron spin hyperfine 
coupling allows to identify and differentiate these species. For a hydrogen-saturated fullerene, the 
formation of radicals is no longer expected, whilst the existence of Mu@C60 has not been 
investigated so far. With this study, we aim to verify the hydrogenation limit of fullerene by 
measuring the formation of muonic radical species, exploiting the unique power of µSR technique 
for the study of hydrogen storage materials. 
2. Methods 
C60 (99.95% purity) and C60Hx 
powders were purchased from M.E.R. Corporation. Lithium metal (99% purity), platinum 
(99.99%), and palladium (99.98%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Li6C60, PdxLi6C60, and 
PtxLi6C60 were synthesized by mixing C60 and lithium (or the respective LiMx alloys, where M = 
Pd, Pt and x=0.17 and 0.07 respectively) in a high-energy ball milling (Fritsch Mini-Mill 
Pulverisette23), as described elsewhere.[9] The non-identical transition metal stoichiometries 
depend on the different capabilities of Li to give liquid azeotropic mixtures with Pt and Pd metals, 
however we did not observe a relevant dependence of these stoichiometries on the maximum H2 
absorption values. Hydrogenated Li6C60, PdxLi6C60, and PtxLi6C60 were obtained by heating the 
synthesized compounds at 350 °C (5 °C/min rate, 10 h isotherm) under 100 bar H2, in a PCTPro-
2000 manometric instrument by Setaram. In order to obtain intermediate levels of hydrogenation on 
C60, Li6C60 underwent two partial hydrogenations at 190 °C (60 bar H2) and at 280 °C (100 bar H2). 
X-ray powder diffractions were carried out by means of a Bruker D8 Discover instrument (Cu-K  
radiation), working in Debye-Scherrer geometry and equipped with an area detector (GADDS). In 
case of partially hydrogenated Li6C60Hy the measurements were carried out on a Xenox Nano-
inXider small angle and wide angle diffractometer equipped with an area detector. Glass capillaries 
were filled with powder and sealed in Ar. The measurements were performed while spinning, 
collecting data for several hours per frame. The µSR experiments were carried out at the ISIS-
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (Didcot, UK). The 100% spin-polarized pulsed beam of this 
facility is optimized to study the muon spin evolution over long time-scales. Pt and Pd doped 
compounds were measured on the Argus spectrometer at the RIKEN-RAL Muon facility. The total 
experimental muon polarization asymmetry was established to be 23.10(15)%, estimated on a 
separate transverse field (TF) experiment on pure silver. The baseline, due to muons stopping 
 outside the sample, was measured to be 5.76(11)% of the total polarization at zero field (ZF), 
whereas its longitudinal field (LF) dependence was measured applying a field in the range 0-3.8 kG 
and was considered in order to extract the repolarization data. The semi-hydrogenated compounds 
of Li6C60 were measured on the EMU spectrometer. In that case, the total experimental asymmetry 
and baseline were estimated to be 23.48(3) and 7.34(5)% respectively. About 200-400 mg of 
sample was pressed and sealed in an air-tight silver-coated aluminium cell, capped by a kapton 
window. The muon polarization was followed by plotting the asymmetry function, expressed 
as , where Nb/f is the backward/forward collected counts and  is a geometrical 
parameter, calibrated for each temperature by fitting the oscillation observed under the application 
of a 20 G transversal field. Time dependent polarizations were analysed by means of the WiMDA 
software,[18] after correcting for the double-pulsed structure of the muon beam. 
3. Results and Discussion 
The hydrogen absorption runs of PtxLi6C60 and PdxLi6C60 samples at 350 °C and 100 bar H2 yield to 
achieve about 5.8(1) wt% H2 for both the samples, as shown in Figure 1(a) and (b) respectively. 
These values are in agreement with the ones previously reported for Pt and Pd doped Li6C60.[9]The 
hydrogenation of Li6C60 at 190 °C and 60 bar H2 leads to about 1.7 wt% H2 stored after 10.5 hours 
(Figure 1(c)), while the hydrogenation at 280 °C and 100 bar H2 allows to achieve about 3.5 wt% 
H2 after the same period of time (see Figure 1(d)). Considering the weight contributions of the 
transition metals, the number of the absorbed hydrogen atoms per formula unit are approximately 
48 for PdxLi6C60 and 50 for PtxLi6C60. It is worth to point out that these values do not represent the 
number of hydrogen atoms attached to C60, as part of them are involved in the formation of the LiH 
secondary phase. Thus, we can assume the formation of C60H48-y and C60H50-y for Pd and Pt 
decorated Li6C60 respectively, with y reaching a maximum of six. 
The X-ray diffraction patterns of these samples are reported in Figure 1(e) and confirms a transition 
from the face centred cubic (fcc) structure of Li6C60 (as well for Pt/Pd doped Li6C60) to body 
centred cubic (bcc) structure upon hydrogenation.  
 Figure 1: kinetic hydrogen absorption curves for PtxLi6C60 (a) and PdxLi6C60 (c) hydrogenated at 
350 °C, 100 bar H2, and Li6C60 hydrogenated at 280 °C, 100 bar H2 (b) and190 °C, 60 bar H2 (d).
(e) X-ray diffraction patterns of Li6C60, partially hydrogenated Li6C60 (at 1.7 and 3.5 wt% H2), and 
fully hydrogenated PdxLi6C60 and Pt0.7Li6C60 (5.8 wt% H2). Fcc and bcc reflections are also 
highlighted. 
Li6C60, PtxLi6C60, and PdxLi6C60 share the same fcc structure, with no apparent differences. The X-
ray diffraction patterns of C60H39, PtxLi6C60Hy, and PdxLi6C60Hy samples show the typical bcc 
structure of C60H36 hydrofullerite,[19] with a lattice constant of a = 11.83(3) Å (see ref . [4] for 
C60H39). The partially hydrogenated Li6C60 compounds exhibit a mixture of the fcc and bcc 
structures, as already observed in ref. [5], due to the first order type transition occurring between 
two line phases upon hydrogenation.  
The ZF muon spin asymmetry amplitude of all the samples shows a remarkable missing fraction, 
i.e. only a fraction of the total asymmetry is detected. This is a clear evidence that the muon 
undergoes a hyperfine interaction with unpaired electrons which can originate either from Mu or 
from the formation of an adduct radical.[20] The observed ZF/LF muon spin evolutions did not 
show remarkable features and were fit according to different decaying functions, depending on the 
sample (e.g. see Figure 2). In particular, non-hydrogenated samples were fit according to a simple 
lorentzian decay. Their respective hydrogenated phases were fit according to the sum of a flat 
baseline and a lorentzian decay. Unlike the others, C60H39 was better fit according to a stretched 
lorentzian decay , a function usually adopted in case of disordered systems. This can be 
explained by the inhomogeneous nature of the sample, given by the wide distribution of 
hydrofullerenes and their respective isomers. It is worth to point out the increased rate of relaxation 
 of hydrogenated compounds compared to the non-hydrogenated ones, although it was not possible 
to extrapolate a clear trend as a function of the hydrogenation grade.   
Figure 2: ZF asymmetries for selected samples and their fits according to lorentzian (PdxLi6C60 and 
PdxLi6C60Hy) and stretched exponential (C60H39) decays. In order to have a better comparison, data 
have been normalized to the total amplitude, thus not showing the missing fraction. 
The ZF missing fraction of the muons can be repolarized by the application of a longitudinal 
magnetic field that decouples the hyperfine interaction between the muon and the electron spins. 
This technique allows probing the local magnetic field distribution experienced by the implanted 
muons spin, thus allowing the identification of the free muons, weakly interacting with the 
environment, from those residing in a paramagnetic environment. The latter being the free 
muonium itself (repolarizing at 1585 G) or the result of its chemical reaction, which generally 
produces a radical (repolarizing in the 200-1200 G range). In our case, the adduction of Mu to the 
charged C60 molecule generates a radical species already identified in past experiments.[14] Being 
the fraction which repolarizes within this field range attributed to C60-Mu radicals (chemically 
equivalent to a hydrogen stably bound to C60), the relative amplitude indicates the propensity of the 
C60 (or C60Hy) molecule to further accept atomic hydrogen via a chemisorption process.  Figure 3(a-
g) shows the LF dependence of the initial asymmetries (repolarization curves), according to the fits 
of the muon spin evolution. For sake of clarity, the simulated repolarized curves for a muon 
interacting with a nuclear dipole, a C60 radical (Mu-C60) and a free Mu are also displayed in Figure 
3(a). Although in heavily hydrogenated fullerides, such as PdxLi6C60Hy and PtxLi6C60Hy, the 
formation of adduct radicals is not expected due to the saturation of available sites, a consistent 
 fraction of polarization is still missing, proving that C60, in these compounds, is still capable to bind 
further hydrogen atoms. By comparing the low field initial asymmetries of PdxLi6C60Hy and 
PtxLi6C60Hy with the lower-grade hydrogenated compounds (e.g. Li6C60Hy) we observe that the 
repolarization amplitudes are only slightly decreased in the radical region. On the contrary, an 
extinction of the repolarization is expected in this region in the case of a saturated molecule. This 
allows us to speculate on the existence of hyper-hydrogenated states of C60, possibly overcoming 
the overall limit of 6 wt% H2. These states might be accessible under different physical (e.g. 
temperature, H2 pressure) or chemical (e.g. intercalants, catalysts) conditions with respect to those 
explored so far. The fits of the LF repolarization data had been attempted trying different functions, 
i.e. isotropic, axial, or full-anisotropic radical and muonium, as well as their combinations, 
exploiting their analytical models.[21] In particular, the isotropic model of free Mu, here 
corresponding to the endohedral species,[22] was also taken into account. 
 
Figure 3: Repolarisation curves (symbols) and respective fits (solid lines) of Li6C60 based 
compound for different grades of hydrogenation (a-f) and for C60H39 (g). Dashed lines in (a) 
represent the hypothetical curves for a muon interacting with nuclear dipolar moments (light 
brown), a Mu-C60 radical (grey), and a free Mu (blue).  
The fit functions can be generalized as: 
 
Here  and  are, respectively, the fractions of endohedral (Mu@C60) and radical (Mu-C60) 
muonium;  is a flat baseline;  and  represent the hyperfine parameters for the isotropic 
 Mu and anisotropic radical respectively; D1 and D2 are the dipolar components for the latter and can 
be explained considering the Hamiltonian describing the hyperfine interaction: 
 
Where  and  are the electron and muon spins and  is the hyperfine tensor: 
   
The fits are also reported, as solid lines, in Figure 3(a-g). 
Excluding the samples C60H39 and Li6C60Hy hydrogenated at 190 °C and 60 bar H2, data are well 
reproduced by the sum of an anisotropic radical and a free muonium, in addition to a flat baseline, 
corresponding to non-decaying diamagnetic muons (µ+) stopping in the sample holder. 
Table 1: diamagnetic, radical and endohedral fractions present at low temperature for the different 
examined compounds. The D1 and D2 parameters are also reported for the anisotropic radical 
species. 








µ+(%) 5(1) 33(1) 34(1) 27(1) 32(1) 48(1) 46(2) 
Mu-C60(%) 85(2) 46(1) 51(1) 41(1) 37(1) 37(1) 41(2) 
Mu@C60(%) 10(3) 21(1) 15(1) 32(1) 31(1) 15(3) 12(4) 
A0rad (MHz) 684(33) 196(17) 228(14) 375(109) 521(143) 970(114) 775(154) 
D1 (MHz) 0 109(17) 52(5) 0 418(4) 271(35) 344(69) 
D2 (MHz) 0 20(6) 19(5) 0 18(10) 23(6) 12(5) 
 
The presence of a free Mu has long been known in fullerene and fullerides and attributed to 
endohedral species.[17] Anyway, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of an 
endohedral muonium in hydrogenated fullerides and fullerene. Due to the high number of 
parameters, the Mu@C60 hyperfine field was fixed at 1542 G (the value of free Mu), although its 
value is expected to be slightly affected (of the order of 0-2.5%) by its endohedral status.[17] 
Especially for the highly-hydrogenated systems, where the radical hyperfine (A0rad) approaches the 
same order of magnitude of the muonium hyperfine (A0Mu), the correlation between the fit 
amplitudes of the two species is large, resulting in an increase of the errors. The repolarization of 
C60H39 deserves a separate consideration. The fit based on a model containing an isotropic radical 
 and the endohedral Mu, well reproduces the LF repolarization data. The same has been found for 
Li6C60Hy hydrogenated at 190 °C and 60 bar H2. In fact, for these compounds the non-fcc or -bcc 
structure is likely to be originated by a broad variety of C60Hy isomers. The respective radicals share 
similar hyperfine values but different anisotropies, thus the resulting repolarization curve resembles 
the isotropic radical case. Figure 4 displays the isotropic hyperfine parameter, A0rad, as calculated 
for the samples here investigated and for others hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated alkali clusters 
intercalated fullerides.  
Figure 4: fit radical hyperfine frequency for various degree of hydrogenation in different C60 based 
compounds. The dashed line is a linear fit to data, whose parameters are also reported. 
A monotonic relation is observed between the hydrogenation degree and A0rad. This can be 
explained by considering the effect of the increasing number of neighbouring hydrogen atoms lying 
on the C60 surface on the hyperfine interaction. The isotropic hyperfine frequency is related to the 
probability to find the radical electron on the adducted Mu by , where  is 
the vacuum magnetic permeability, and  are the electron and the muon gyromagnetic ratios 
respectively, and  is the electron density at the muon site. A0Mu reaches its maximum value 
for a free Mu (i.e. 4.463 GHz), it is slightly reduced for an endohedral Mu, and decreases 
significantly in case of radical species (generally in the order of 101-103 MHz), where the radical 
electron can be delocalized over many nuclei. The high number of hydrogen atoms bound to 
 carbons induces the localization of the radical electron near to the adducted Mu and underpins the 
increased value of A0rad with respect a non-hydrogenated fullerene. In particular, for highly 
hydrogenated materials, such as Pt and Pd decorated fullerides, this value seems to reach 750-1000 
MHz. The fractions of muon and muonium species, such as the values of the hyperfine parameters 
of the investigated samples are reported in  5 displays the temperature dependence of the 
paramagnetic fraction (Mu and radical) for PdxLi6C60, PdxLi6C60Hy, and C60H39, as calculated 
from the fit of the diamagnetic component in a TF experiment in 20 G. Due to the different nature 
of the experiment and the lowest grade of counts acquired in the TF polarizations, the absolute 
values fit for the paramagnetic fractions (Mu-C60) display some discrepancies and higher errors 
compared to the LF experiments. Similarly to what observed in Li6C60 and Na10C60,[14] even in 
C60H39 and Pt/PdxLi6C60Hy and Li6C60Hy the low temperature promotes the production of 
radicals. . 
Comparing the fulleride samples after the hydrogenation, the radical amplitudes decrease of about 
20%. An exception is made for C60H39 hydrofullerene, showing the highest fraction of radical. This 
suggests that a non-intercalated molecule, rather than a hydrofulleride, is more likely to promote the 
formation of muoniated species (i.e. C-H bonds). Whether this effect is due to the absence of charge 
on the hydrofullerene (in the hydrofullerides the intercalated metals donate charges to C60Hy, while 
C60H39 is a neutral molecule), rather than a lower steric hindrance, cannot be clarified by this 
experiment.  
The table also reports the two independent parameters, D1 and D2, describing the dipolar 
components of the hyperfine tensor, whose values depend on the radical anisotropy (e.g. D1=D2=0 
for an isotropic muonium). The radical electron fills a C60 
anisotropic, reflecting in a strong dipolar component, D1 2 0. As expected, the increased value of 
 in these materials is followed by an increase of D1. It is also worth noting that hydrogenated 
systems exhibit higher values of D1, although the ratio between  and D1 does not depend on the 
hydrogen content. Figure 5 displays the temperature dependence of the paramagnetic fraction (Mu 
and radical) for PdxLi6C60, PdxLi6C60Hy, and C60H39, as calculated from the fit of the diamagnetic 
component in a TF experiment in 20 G. Due to the different nature of the experiment and the lowest 
grade of counts acquired in the TF polarizations, the absolute values fit for the paramagnetic 
fractions (Mu-C60) display some discrepancies and higher errors compared to the LF experiments. 
Similarly to what observed in Li6C60 and Na10C60,[14] even in C60H39 and Pt/PdxLi6C60Hy and 
Li6C60Hy the low temperature promotes the production of radicals. On the other hand, a higher 
temperature (150-250 °C) is normally required to trigger the hydrogen absorption process on these 
 materials through the dissociation of hydrogen molecules by the intercalated alkali or transition 
metals clusters, although above room temperature the chemisorption of hydrogen atoms, as shown 
by these results (Figure 5), is less strongly promoted. 
Figure 5: Temperature dependence of the paramagnetic fractions (muonium and radical) as 
calculated from TF experiments for selected samples. 
4. Conclusions 
Different lithium intercalated fullerene compounds have been synthesized and hydrogenated at 
various stages and the maximum hydrogenation degree has been achieved by adding Pt and Pd 
catalysts. The ability of these materials to chemisorb hydrogen has been investigated by muon spin 
relaxation (µSR) technique. Interestingly, the formation of endohedral muonium has been observed 
for the first time in hydrogenated fullerene and fullerides. Contrary to what expected, highly 
hydrogenated fullerides still show a remarkable propensity to additional hydrogen chemisorption, 
although with a lower extent, suggesting that an even higher degree of hydrogenation can be 
achieved. The addition of transition metal nanoparticles, although effective to increase the amount 
of absorbed hydrogen, seems not to be sufficient to allow the maximum grade of hydrogenation. 
The radical formation, related to the hydrogen chemisorption process, is confirmed to be favoured 
at low temperature. Finally, we observed that the muon-electron hyperfine parameter, A0rad, 
monotonically increases with the number of hydrogen atoms bound to C60. This work demonstrate 
 that its value might be adopted to empirically predict the average grade of hydrogenation in 
fullerides. 
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